
Date: 01/13/2019 Teacher: Roberta Pyne Class: Ms. Pyne's 5th Grade Class

Class Subject: Quadrilaterals

Learning Objectives

Students will understand the attributes of 2D quadrilaterals.

Students will be able to identify different quadrilaterals and determine their features.

Materials

Scissors, Pen/pencil per student,

Computer/device per student,

Device/computer per student

Vocabulary

2D

Quadrilateral

Polygon

Angles

Perimeter

Common Mistakes

Students confused the features of

quadrilaterals with other shapes.

Prior Knowledge

Students will be able to describe and

classify quadrilaterals based on the

presence or absence of parallel lines.

Students are also able to recognize and

de�ne quadrilaterals, trapezoids,

parallelograms, rectangles, rhombuses,

and squares in addition to other polygons.



Activity Overview
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Exit Ticket:



Activity Overview

Anchor Activity

Anchor activities solve for

"ragged" time, when students

�nish their class work early.

These activities are always

purposeful and either extend

or review learned skills.

Groups:

Print worksheet per

student

Materials:

Pen/pencil

Individual Deliberate

Practice

Encourages students to

practice a math concept until

they are able to achieve a few

error-free attempts.

Groups: Purple

Print worksheet per

student

Materials:

Pen/pencil per student

Collaborative Problem

Solving

Collaborative Problem Solving

can be done in small groups or

in pairs where the group is

given a problem to solve

collectively.

Groups: Blue,Green

Print memory cards per

group

Materials:

Scissors

Manipulatives

Using manipulatives and other

tools to bridge from concrete

understandings to more

abstract understandings of

mathematics.Teachers teach

their students how to use

manipulatives, and support

the use of manipulatives to

solve meaningful problems.

Groups: Purple

Provide link to students

Materials:

Device/computer per

student

Naming Quadrilaterals

In this worksheet, students practice identifying

quadrilaterals.

By: Math Worksheets 4 Kids

Link: http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties

Perimeter: Properties

Based on the properties of quadrilaterals, students use

this worksheet to �nd the perimeter of each �gure.

(Scroll and click on "Perimeter: Properties - Sheet 1".
By: Math Worksheets 4 Kids

Link: http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties

Quadrilateral Memory

A memory game activity where students practice

classifying quadrilaterals. Students need to cut out cards

and make as many matches as possible. Because of the

hierarchy of quadrilaterals, cards can match more than

one card, so the outcome of the game can vary and all

cards might not be used.

By: Tanya Yero Teaching

Link: http://bit.ly/quad_memory

Quadrilateral Shape Game

In this online game, students classify different

quadrilaterals and move up through the rounds.

By: Sheppard Software

Link: http://bit.ly/quad_shape_game

https://www.mathworksheets4kids.com/
http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties
http://www.mathworksheets4kids.com/
http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Tanya-Yero-Teaching
http://bit.ly/quad_memory
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/
http://bit.ly/quad_shape_game


Manipulatives

Using manipulatives and other

tools to bridge from concrete

understandings to more

abstract understandings of

mathematics.Teachers teach

their students how to use

manipulatives, and support

the use of manipulatives to

solve meaningful problems.

Groups:

Orange,Blue,Green

Provide link to students

Materials:

Computer/device per

student

Individual Deliberate

Practice

Encourages students to

practice a math concept until

they are able to achieve a few

error-free attempts.

Groups: Orange

Print worksheet per

student

Materials:

Pen/pencil per student

Shape Guess

In this online quiz game, students need to pass through 5

levels by answering quiz questions and identifying

properties of quadrilaterals correctly.

By: Math Interactives

Link: http://bit.ly/shape_guess

Unknown Angles: Parallelogram

In this worksheet, students use the properties of a

parallelogram and the given measure to calculate missing

angles in the parallelogram. (Scroll and click on "Unknown

Angles: Parallelogram - Angles 1").
By: Math Worksheets 4 Kids

Link: http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties

http://www.learnalberta.ca/content/mejhm/index.html
http://bit.ly/shape_guess
http://www.mathworksheets4kids.com/
http://bit.ly/Perimeter_Properties


Activity List

Blue Group

1. Quadrilateral Memory

Cut up the memory cards. Flip all cards over and start playing! Take turns �nding pairs but keep in mind that

because of the hierarchy of quadrilaterals, cards can match more than one card, so the outcome of the game can

vary and all cards might not be used. 

2. Shape Guess

Click 'Level 1'. Move through the 5 levels by identifying properties of quadrilaterals correctly. 

Link to activity: http://bit.ly/shape_guess

Naming Quadrilaterals

Use this worksheet to practice labeling quadrilaterals.

Exit Ticket Link:

http://bit.ly/shape_guess


Activity List

Orange Group

1. Unknown Angles: Parallelogram

Use this worksheet to calculate missing angles in the parallelogram. 

2. Shape Guess

Click 'Level 1'. Move through the 5 levels by identifying properties of quadrilaterals correctly. 

Link to activity: http://bit.ly/shape_guess

Naming Quadrilaterals

Use this worksheet to practice labeling quadrilaterals.

Exit Ticket Link:

http://bit.ly/shape_guess


Activity List

Purple Group

1. Perimeter: Properties

Use this worksheet to �nd the perimeter of each �gure. 

2. Quadrilateral Shape Game

Press start. Click the quadrilaterals correctly to move up through the levels. Good luck! 

Link to activity: http://bit.ly/quad_shape_game

Naming Quadrilaterals

Use this worksheet to practice labeling quadrilaterals.

Exit Ticket Link:

http://bit.ly/quad_shape_game


Activity List

Green Group

1. Quadrilateral Memory

Cut up the memory cards. Flip all cards over and start playing! Take turns �nding pairs but keep in mind that

because of the hierarchy of quadrilaterals, cards can match more than one card, so the outcome of the game can

vary and all cards might not be used. 

2. Shape Guess

Click 'Level 1'. Move through the 5 levels by identifying properties of quadrilaterals correctly. 

Link to activity: http://bit.ly/shape_guess

Naming Quadrilaterals

Use this worksheet to practice labeling quadrilaterals.

Exit Ticket Link:

http://bit.ly/shape_guess

